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ABSTRACT : I • . 
'Expe1iments conducted on a rectangular slab·of 
fish muscle with heat · transfer 't~·rough ·-one surfa~e result 
I 
, . . . I 
in_ freezing times which pre adequately ·predicted by the 
, . . ' . ' . I 
. ~ 
Nagaoka., et ai. mo-dification to the · Plank solution for . 
. ' 
. ' 
• the freezing time of an inrini te slab. Neumann's exact· 
. l 
solution to the .. Fourier heat co_nduction · equati9n , re:sul ~s · 
~ . . 
~n freezing ti~es which progressively .over,estimate .exper±-:: 
•, . 
mental ·times wi t 'h increasing Biot number. .. Using the 
·. . ' ' . 
Nagaoka, et a·l. · fQrmulation; for~ulat~ are qb'tained for the. 
fre~zing time, in terms of weight~ ~of~irregularly shaped 
I '• ' o ' I I 
~~mrnercial fish fiilets. \'lith the aid of ·such r.ela tionship~, . 
I ' 
an'l_na~y~;is is made of,. a . comme_rcial 
a v\iew_ to opt'imi zing the production 
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• ! 0 
, 
• I 
. . INTRODUCTION 
. -1'· \ . .. , 
' . o, () . 
Fr~m ea~ly times,·· ~an . ha~, ·preserved ' foodstuffs· ~Y . 
. : • } . , - I ', 
.. 
' I 
' .  
. ' · 
freezing na~urally ,in· are~hich have a · .sufficiently low · 
arilbie:~,t t.~~~era~ur~·. . D~~i~~t~e latter -haH ·ol~~e nineteenth . ·· 
• • ' ' • , • . ' I 4 • • ' • -
cen~~ry,.' · .mecpani~a.1 .r~~;igei~ti~n wa~ d.En~.oped ... with' .. the sub- · · 
, • . a ' , . . , ·.\ • . ' , ' , . , ' 
sequent u;;e of' •" sharp ··fre.ezing," a'ctua.lly a ~elative1y !:;10'1 -
,· . ... 
, 'process , in wh~ch food is' fro·?~-i~ri -. , ~old - s~or~s . throu9h - ~~tura~ ::. 
~ir aonv~?t~. Fr~ez ing _of . fr~~ ts began in: the · ear-ly pal;t ~ 
-pf this 'century and of· vegeta~lc~ I about . 1.930., ~y wh''ich . time 
i~ had been found ·that '' "quic~ f~eez.ing" ~'led 't:o· a . siz~~b1e. 
. . . .· 
, I ' - 1 ' \ 
improvement in quality .(.1). · 'In recent years,_ extremely fast 
fre.7zing · rate!? })aye bee'ri qbtained Wi·th tne tise o·f , c~i~s 
·- ·· 
. ) "' . ' ' .~ I 
t • . . su.cl;l a9 liquid· nitrogen .and parbon (9ioxide.. ,· 
} _ . . . ~· ·A~t.hb~~h- . an i'nc~eased fr,eezi·~~ ~·iat~ 11e.ads t<;> 
. . ' . . ~ . ·.. . 
~ .. , ' 
a:-·better 
·· qua.iity proquc.t . w.ithin certain limit~, it is rather difficu~~-· 
. 
•.to. det~rmine an optimum rat~- of freezing. Liq~i.d ni ~r.og~n;. :, 
' f ' • I 'w,. ~ o I f • 
. . -·: .(j~y: ~~~uli:· -~"a phor,t fr~ez{f,'g .time; . Out _ the e'c6riomics 'of this 
'• ·. ~;riymethod -of freezi.ng may render ,it · unfq,as"d.ble. I ·n 'add"i tion-, · . 
~ l " ..l • . f ) • - • ' · .. • .. • ' 
' • • ,~ f.J. • , • • e.~ .,. , , , • ~ r ~ 
.'~·. rapid .fr,e~zi.ng rates may have ·an adverse e~fe_ct: on;the qua.~~ty ~ . _ 
0 0 
I •I t ,_ ' , ' '"t ' ' , ' ' ~ ., , , ,. "', ~ • • • ' ' ' 
of .the· ·produc't::· a:ue to ruptliri~g .. cau.secL by temperature-induc~d 
• • ..1 • 
-. 
. ' 
1~urnbers in parenthesis re;!:er to references at erid pf 
thesis, 
.· 
·0 . • / ( 
.1 
. ... }: ,.: . 
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• I 
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Q • • • 
' ~ . _, , I 
.. ~echanic.al stress.es. {I'he · final · j{tdgment of quality comes in 
~ 0 the <:ating 'o'f ~the :~rodt~.t an~, ' in ' tl:l.i,s re·g·a~ ~ ~t · h~-~~ be.en' 
• :'.: .... C) • • ' ~ D , • •' - ' • • 
determine'Ci .. that no not~cea~le .i~provement ,is g~ined 'in .'eating 
. 0 0 . . . .. . . J • ... t) • • •• 
quality _beyond a certain . free?:>ixw ·rate -(2·).; ·!tis·, ho_w~ver; 
• 0 • . .• - • ' ~ 
0 I • t I ~ 0 • • 
'po'ss~ble to detect changes in the vis~al · qblal~ty of the prod-· 
"' ' . .. • .· . t:1 . • . 
. .· 0 0 0 
uct o.ver a ·_broade+ ranc/e of fli.e.e}ing r.at~s 1 ': ar\d f~atures such 
; 
=as fextu"re arid appearan°ce' will~ certainly. affect trhe . market 




result in larger' ~ce, cry\tajs and ~-~'coarse- appearance, •giving 
. . . . 0 ' 0 
the izn.Pression of freezing -damage and pool! .quality. 
" ' . o _ . • . · ,. • . ~ . . - .~ ... :·- . . . . . . • 
F-Gr · the purpose •O.f0 freez1ng, food may ~e regarded .as 
t • 0 ' ·. , ,f . . ' .~.~ : ~.: . ' . • \ . . · ,. . . 
:a complex cornbination"_of organi·c ·and inorg-anic substartces, 
.. ·. 
· of.t\en .-in·. ~ol~tipn ~ ~n ·:~ . lar~e quanti0~; o( w:~~er·: co~tain~d - · ­
wi.thi.n a basic structure of mfcros'co~ic ocelis~ (:3~·. The 
greater P9ft~on of thE! ;,,l.;. ·iS 'tro~en out "of· .s?lu~lon in , 
mo't · ~~oqstuffs _at -s0 c, altho~g~_, -it.has be{e~ sh?~n-· thai! a · ·. 
. . . , : . • . • . . • IP 
si'gni·ficant ·fraotion ·remains .as bound water ~n t~ liquld' · . 
• • 0 • ~ • ' • • • • • • • 
. . state· a't tem~erature's as 'low..:..as.~4 .o0c' •.(1{ per . cent i-~ ~ th~ . 
• ' ., . , • ' . . 0 ~. . ' : c . . ·, ' .. . . Q 
case ofo haddock . muscle) (4) . . Sus5roan has measured non-frozen 
< ... ,. . " • . . 
water in cod (BJ., pe~' ce~t ~~i'sture . conte~~) _usfn<.{ ~bcl_ear 
. . ' . c I • ' . I • • • ~ I 
magnetic r0eso·~anc.e·. At u-2ooe; . he fqund about· 8 per cent· -
c . ' ' g 
--. .. water ·unf.rozeh and sugg~sted ·that .·all wat~r~:rs frozen _'-at 
(J ' Q ' ' I • I 
\ ' 
. 0 
~· . . ., . l 0 · : • 
A typical temperatur~-time ·'curve for a slab .. of fish. · 
. . . . \\ , - . . ·. : . . .. . 
muscle . i~ show~ in Figur~ l. . Unlike a pure 0Substance I the 
("' 
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but instead. a range ot temp~ratutes dver which most of:the 
"Water- is frozen. The. ·temperature. zone 0° .to -5°C, which · 
"'~' o·· 
,corres~6nds : ~ith the ~emoval 6f the 'major par~ of the latent 
0 • 
heat of fo.sion, is oft:en called the ~·thermal arrest .zone. 11 
. ' 
As the temperature of the product passes through this zone, 
. ~ 
. the in~rganic ; salt sqlution progressively se~ar~tes into r 
( 
crystals of pu:e water ice and a more concentrated ~elution. f, 
The size and location ·of th.e ice cr:ystals is determined by 
~, 
the ·rate of. · ~reezing, stn~).,l crystal's being z:epre·s~ntative of 
. I 
a quickly frozen pr.oduct, large· crystals, the~re$U.lt of \ 
. ' 
slower freezing. 
. . . ... 
The . time ~equj,.red for the the'rmal -centre 
- 0 . 
(i.'e. the location ,which cools the ·slowest) to pass through·· 
this "zone· of maximum cry's tal formation" may be regarded as 
~ e 
the freez.ing titf\e of. the product.. It has been suggested .. 
' · 
that a-b9dY may be regarded as being "qui'ck-:-frozen" 'if this -
period is two ·hours or less (6). A second, ·broader defini-
. ., 
tion 9f - fr.~ezing time, known as t'he "e~fective freezing 
time," is· that time which is required .. to reduce the temper-
atur~ · of the · the.rmal centre from. ·an initial, pre;scribed 
temp~rature, _ through the thermal arrest zone, to a final 
temper'ature (7) .• The latter ~efinition of free~ing time is 
0 0 • .-
_' more. accoriunodat1ng tha,n the former as it inciudes ~nitial 
. 'and · final tell_lperatures ,which a re .-9utside the thermal arrest 
zone, a ' situation which usually bc~urs ~n the practical 
... . ' 
case. For this rea·s.on·, the· "effective free 'zirig time" 
.. 
... . 
• • 0 
,, 















Jowitt. '(8) state •t;hat it 'is desirable to 
t . 
I 
bring the ·product through the thermal ~rrest zone ·in the 
I 
5 
· shortest pos'sible time as it is us'ually within this ·pro-
nounced change-of-phase region that the quality of the 
_;. 
· produc~ is most susceptible to changes in fr~ez·ing rate. 
They argue that the rates of many ' irreversible spoilag~ 
re~c~ions vary ·with the salt concent.ratim{s . as well as with 
the reaction rate constants. With a decrease in· temperature, 
the· former: increase .while the latter decrease. The combina-
tio~ of these two · factors ·leads to a peak .reaction rate which 
usually occurs in the th_errnal- arrest zone . 
.. 
A further factor necessitating a short · ~re~zing ' time 
is ,fhat "d~ip.loss~s~" du~ ~o dfssolu~ion of the · solid eel-
• ·" 
• I • 
lul~r food rna terial, upon thawing of ·the product, ·.increase .. : 
with increasing freezing time. Such. losses may amou.nt to as · 
. . 
. much as 10 per .·cent of . t:fJle original weight of the product 
. ( 8) • '-1, 
·. 
It is Yery difficult mathematically to accuratel y 
predicfa the freezing times of foods du.e to the temp.eratur.~ . . 
. . 
depende.nce of 'the .'thermody~arnic properties and the lack of 
a distinct · phase chaiJ.9e temperature. Since. the concentratior{ 
. . 
of 'the compo~ents iJ;t the water-ice mix'ture .changes as freez-
ing progresses, . a gradual. depression of the freezing point 
temperature results (as mentioned in the ·discussi on of 
Figure ·1), thus necessitating , the choosing of an average : · : 
... 












· free~,ing temperature _for cai~ul~tion · purpos~s.' · In .-i3:dditiqn, 
.. because 'the thermodynamic properties s'uch , ~s . thermal co'n- <·· 
ducti~fty, specific heat o a~d density also ·vary with temper-· 
_ atu.re, it is again .n~c·essary to cho?se average values of. -
. 
. . 'these properties for each of the frozen and - '!;:hawed phas~·s. 
. . -
For many practical purposes this may be 'su'fficient. However I 
t-his temperature dependence of the thermodynamic properties _ 
' means that an exact analytical solution to t~e ~eneral · h~at 
conduction equation is generally very complex and may oe . 
impossible to obtain for certain bo'undary .co~ditions -. 
. To acco.mmoda_te svch variat~on 
- ~'\'methods have been used exte~sively. 
in pr.opert;i.es, num!=rical ,, -. 
. \ 
A· number of autho:r>s have 
. \.~·: 
reported on'the use of such m~thods (primatily usingJ the 
"· . 
finite difference technique) to - determine - the freezing . times 
' \ ' . . . . 
. of. f.o~d products usua.lly in the for;ffi of reg~ta.r sh~pe~ such . 
. as ~l_aos , . cylinder~ and spheres . ( 9 ,. 10; · ll, 12) ·. While mo~;>t 
. . . : l I . 
such solu~ions have. been based on the assumptions that ~i) 
the. init;.i'al temperature 'is the sa~e · throughout· ·the . body to -
be frozen, ·(ii) the coolin.g medium ·t~mp~rature i s constant, 
. ' 
and (iii) the ' phase· change occurs at a co~stant average 
t:emp~rature, some wri ters · ~ave dispensed with ·one .or -~nether 
. of these as~umptioris .. A compl~cated series .solution to t he 
I • 
I . I • 
· · free.zing. -problem has be_en obtained by· Westphal . (13) a·ssuming 
tha t the ~edium temperature i s an arbi trary f unction ~f 
time . . A few writers nave developed .~olutions for the r a se 


















in.whi6h the phase change occ~rs over a range . of .temp~~~ture~ 
.. ~ 
(14, 15, 16). · 
,_ 
There is· ve_ry littl~ data, h~ever, based on · actual 
. . 
heat transfer .experi~~nts to' validate any such . s~~utions, · 
, , . I ' · ' . 
be tqey a!lalytical ·or· nume:r;ical •. The vari.ous ' a~'Sumptlons - ' 
I • , \ . . , ' 
imposed . on the derivation of many of the theoretical formulae 
restric't their ·use. One alternative is to ob.tain- semi..:. ... 
. . 
theo.r:etica1 formulations which are based on a combination of 
. . 
experimental data and theoretical formulat'ions . . ·· Such solu-
.. . j . . ' ' 
tionsJmay ~~ve · fewer limitations since.t~ey·are - ~btained 
. with le~s depend.ence on various a~sumptions· 'r~garding heat 
transf~r .and the~modyn~ic pr£>perties. 
. ' 
on·e ··of the. objectiv~s 'of th~s· work is to investi'ga_t"e 
such soluti'ons to detetllline t~eir app~icabili-ty to freezing 
' fish fillets as found in commercia_! pract~ce. Freezing · 
tim~s are first determined experimentally for · rectangular 
' . ' . . ' . 
-slabs of fish muscle, in contact . through the lower surface 
w~th a refrigerated plate, and are compared with computed 
times ·from available formulae. 
· In the industrial ~ituation where 
. . ·
fish fillets are oft~n frozen as individual units 
packaging (known commonly as·IQF, or Individually Quick 
Frozen), · it is desirable to be a~~e t~ predict th~ freezing 
time in terms of ·the weight of the product as this is the : 
most easily measured parameter. - To this · EJn·d; empirical ·rela- · 








OJ / 0 
/' 
. · 
' \ r 
8 
J 
deve.l'oped for twp species of fish, and ·an analysis is made 
of. the . prqduction of .. ~QF prp.ducts using such _relationships. 
. . . 
In a similar manner, · such an approach .could .be extended to 
• ' ' I ' ' 
' · . . 
other fish species or to oti:ter foodstuffs that are indiv~d-
ually·. frozen. such relationships ha.ve Obvious merit ·not 
on·ly in determining the rate of 9peratioti o~. the freezing 
process, .but .also .in 'det,ermini~g. t;,he. optimu'm throughput of 
I 
product in freezer systems . 
' . ' 
' . 
. · . . 
I 
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: ~HAPTER ,2 ·. 
•Q 
BACKGROUND THEORY AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
0 
2 .1. .Neumann's Solution 
' .. The general I;'ourier heat conduction equat,ion m~y be 
• ,,wr~ t\ as • 
. ilT 
P s as' = di v ( k grad T) • . 




T .is temperature, 
. ' 
= 
2 .1· .. 1 ' I' 
'1. 
.• 
\. ~ . . . . .. 









k is therm~l conductivity, 
p is density, 
I 
s is s~ecific ~~~t. 
) 
With . the as'sump.tion that ·k,· p and s are temperature 
ind~pendent, Neumann (17) has derived an exact, analytical 
I 




. slab· subject .to the foll?wing conditions: . 
o; . . 
1. If Lf :is the l a tent heat of fusion ~nd the solid-
liquid interface is at X(9), then T1 : T2 T f · at x = X ( 9) , 
9 
I , 







































•' .· wh~re subscripts 1 and 2. refer to th~ liq~id ,(th~wed) and . 
solid (frozen) phases respect-ively, and ~;f is 'tpe phase 
change ternpera~ure . . 
10 
. / ' 
2 • . ' I~ region· x .:::- ·X( e) .~ontains · liquid at· te~perature· T1 .. / 
' ~ . ' 
anq x < .X(O) contains ~qlid a.~ tempera.ture ·T2, then when · }' 
the ·solid-liquid ii"lterfa!=e moves a distance dX, a quantity 
\. 
oi' heat LfpdX .P.er unit . arep.. will be rel'eased ·and must be 





L p dX' 
f . de 
. ~ . 
· where, Lf is the latent h~a~ of fusion. 
3. as :?'. -+ "" where T. is · the initial con~tant ]. 
temperature of the iiquid phase~ 
. l 
4. '112 = · 0 · at x 0. 
Condition 4 . implies .tha temperature of ·the solid 
. I, 
or ~rozen ~hase attains th temperature of the cooling 
meqium (i.·e. ·zero degrees) immediately upon contact; 'ih 
• I '). ' 
.. 
other wo~ds, the cooling medium surface heat transfer coef-
.. , ' I 
ficient is in·fini te. Allowance may be made for a .medium . 
, I 
temperat~r/ C?ther than zero ~egrees, and a co.rr~ction· factor ; 
may be considere~ : for a finite heat transfer c6efficient. 
When equation ~.1.1 is solved ~ubject to conditions 
. ~ 
. 1-4, the temperatures i 'n -the thawe~ and frozen regions are 
· given by the fo~lowing ·equations: . 
" 2 .1. 2 
· T = T. 1 l 
\ , ' 
. ·• : . 











. . .. . 
... 
T 
· T . :;; :_!_ ·erf x 
. 2. , erfA .• 2(a,2S)~ . 
• D ,' I 
_,_ 
' ' . 
error from' 
'2 .1. 4 
As can be see~ from ·equations 2 .• . L ;(and 2 .1.-3 , · .there J 
~I ~ . • ~ 
is a second<po\.;er · de~endenc'e of . a, th~ f:t;e.ezing .tim~,\:· ~pon 
' , · 
the d~stance from the· thermal centre, or· rnor.~-cl~a.r'iy 1 upon· 
•'II 
• . i 
the thicikness of the product; , 
The ~hief . de£iciency in this solutiq~ . is that of .the 
. 0' ' ~ , . , 
·assumption of an -~nfinite surface heat transfer co~fficient~ 
In most:~ppiicatio~s of f~od freezing, this will not be the · 
c~se1 as fo;r:- example with air. blast and· contact ·plate . ·. 
'1't . 
. 
· freez·ers. The approximation to an infinite heat transfer 
coeff :j.cient may ' be valid in' the case of ·.immersion . free~irig ..... ' 
.. 
of. (oods' in refri{j'e~ant spray_s a't: 'low temperatures. 
Charm . ( 18)- hcis proposed ·a correction f'actor to be -used · . ·· 
. . . . ' . ' \ 
. . ' .. . 
, . when the· heat transfer coefficient is finite. He · suggests 
· ~· ·, . adding an equ~val'eQt. thickness 1 t ·e 1 Of unfrozen ~I Starting"· 
material to the normal thickn~ss 't 1 • The eguiva~ent thick-
ness is given . a~ · 




= . ' 1 
h where . 
1 k 1 is the thermal ·con,ducti vi_ty ·of 
. . ' 1 
I ' • ' · th~ ~unfrozei material; and 1 h' is the fre~zing medium sur-






• '· • • • •• • .. , ; .. ·~ .l • • • • • • ·~ . 
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. , .. t 
-· . ' 
Hence the fict onal thickness is . 
I 
. ·\t• . . ki .= '11 + t 
; 
' 
. . ' 
.· 12 
a.nd the time to fre~ze\ a semi-infinite slab of t, 
having a surface 
. \ 
tp ·the time to freeze 
heat .. transfer coefficient h would ' I . . , . 
J semi-infinit~ slab of ~hick I . . ·. > : 
with ap. infinite heat t~ansfer coefficient. · 
. ' . . '. l y 4 
t• 
. according to Cowell (19), the use of this modified th ckness 
re~u~ts ·~n· ~~eresti~~ f:r:eezing : ~i~es "when t~e Bioi num-
fb ( B . h t). . ·. . ·1 tj Th ' t' t . •d . .• d er l = -k. ;'~ ~s · ess ' ,..an one. 1s rna er ~s 1scusse 
~ \ 
ag.ain in Chapter 3 of tHis work. ·. 
I 
. ~ .. 
. I 
2.2.· Plank~s Solution 
The problem of thk freezing ~f · an· infinite slab 
~ . I . . . , 
. ' . ' 
(~inear flow) wa~ S91Ved '~y 1 Plank (20) by taking a~ · energy 
i I . . .. o 
balance over· 'the ·slab J Two assumptions were made in 'the 
I . 
I . 
derivation: (i) the temperature of the · material ~0 be 
I 
frozen .·was ini ti~lly at· the freezin'g point· thr·oughout, and 
(ii) the heat transfer from a freezing front in the samp~e 
to . the~ cooling medium was·· in the 'steady · state: . The solution 
< • 4 I 
· tnade no. attef!:lpt to dea-l. witjl pre-freezing and sub-freezing 
I 
(tempering) zon~s . 
. '/ . 
d 
Plank's f6rrnula may b~ applied in situatioris in 
0 ' 
wh~ch the initial and final temperatu'res are close to the 0 . . . . 
freezing temperature; · that is, .essenti~lly in the thermal 
arrest · zone. In following septions, modi~icatiorts to . this 
.;. 
• I 
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' ' 13 
basic formula shalt be e.onsidered'; sucli moqttfc::a tions enabl~ . - -
.. / 
the solu.tion to be used' OVE;r· a ·proa9er range of temperatures. 
I,t ·~s ·· a simple matter to derive Plank Is equat:fon for 'the 
on i fs top sur-
1 • • • • 
case o'f an infinite slab which is ins~lated 
( 
face and exposed to a cooling meditk._ on its lower surface 
as •' 
I • 
shown ~n figure 2. 
" 
X = t 
.. 
'• 
!========:::;:=·=o ==+=========! + dx 
.X = 0, t" 
Figure 2. Heat transfer in one di.rection . from an · 
irifini te slab. · 
The · ini.tia'l tempera.ture is the sa~e · ·~hroughout ~h.e · 
slab and is. equal to .the phase change temperature. · Only 
. • ' ~ 'i:' 
. ., 
· latent heat is t'6 be extracted from the slab s.ince i -ts 
' l\ final temperature· at th.e end of the process will also be· 
. ~ . 
-.c· .equal to the .phase change ·"'temperature. As film 1 dx 1 
. . 
. freezes, ari .;unount of, he..,at dQ ois libera·tec'!-, and the solid-· 
liql,lid 'interface progresses upwards from plane x = 0 to · . . • 
I pl<;me x =· t. 
The q~an,ti ty of heat · removed from dx is given by 
.'. 



















.'. . ~ 
' . ·.~· 
. . 
· where Lf ,and p are as defined in Se6tio~ 2.1, '-. 
,. ' . 
and. A is the lower surface ·area of the film. 
r 
This amount of heat must be transferred through.·the 
~ ; 
frozen part and to the outsid~ medium. This-transfe~ ~s 
Fourier's law: 
dQ , = -UMT de 2. 2 ·. 2 
. . 
where !::.T T 
m 
' · 
T f is phase· change_ temper'atur:e.; 
'Tm -is cooling medium .temperature,-
I I 
and u is \ the"' overall conductance of the frozen· material 
of thickness·'x' and conductivity •k• and 0~ the 
. ~ ~ .. 
surface conductance which' incluqes the sur.fa,ce heat 
1 • 




1 +.X h k 
2.2.3 
Combining equations 2.2.2 and 27.2.3: . 
clQ 
. d6 
A ( T f - T m) d 81 
= - . • 
1 x· 
' - +-h k 
2.2.4 
. I 




Upon integration over e and x, the e_x:pr~ssion :for _· freezing · 
time be comes : 
./ 
·. 
.· . . · 
\ 
' 

















.. / 2. 3. Modi~icati6ns to Plank's Solution 
· 2.J.l. ~edification of Nagaoka, Hotani, and Takagi 
Nagaoka, et al. ~21) have modified Pl:ank'.s basic• . 
\ 
IS. 
. . formula to include an iz:li tial temperature a·bove·; and a. fin~i 
' ' ' . l .. 
·temperature below, the pha.se 'change · temperature by. consider-
. ' ' 
i~g th~ total· ·he~t· to b~ . -~·mo!~d . instead ~f onl~ th~ .. ~a ten: 
heat of fusion~ Thus, whe replacing Lf .. in Plank's eq~~tion 
. . . 
by z, th~ total of s~risible and latent heat~ ~he ~esulting 
time, e , .. will ·denote · the totai t 'ime requfred for . the material 
t~ ~ov~r the ent·i~ · .ternper~tu~~~ r~~g~.~ Howeve·r, ·the re·sult. 
will be slightly ,inaccurate fo'r the fc:>llowing re.asons (22): 
·- ~ (i) . The therm~l ·conductivity ·is lower in the- thawed state 
than in the frozen state Ksee Figure 3a, C~apter 3). ' 
(ii) During the sens_ibie cooling period prior · t~ freez.lng, 
' • - f 
the .den"sfty is -slight~y ·higher th<}.rl. it is for the" 
.. 
. ·~rozen . state (see _ Fig~re.3b, Chapter 3). · .
. , .. 
I (iii) The. mean temperature ,difference between the thawed . 
J " • I . ' . 
state . and th ... e" me<;lium i? g~ea.ter' than ·th.e .dif~erence 
I) ,. • • • . 
' . 
betweeff~he phase change 
. ~ . 
, . o· .. . 
temperature and .the medium . 
17'em~erature. · 
To a certain extent, these.errors tend to cancel each 
other · as some of them enter into the n~erator a~d ot~ers. 
intq the denomina.tor . of equati9n 2. 2. 5.. The additional 
, ~ ' ' 
error int~oduqed bY: corrsidering · the tempering ·. z·one is 
probably 'rat.he r insignificant as a vast · pe-rcentage of the 
\ 0 ._, 
.  
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• I . 
~a ter; as\ established earlier·, has t"~ozen out of the mater-ial 
' 
·at temperat~r~s close to the phase change t~mpera~re. 
........ 
.. ,.. " 
To· ac~onunodate these errors, Nagaqka, et ;al. intra-
.. 
duced a correction ·factor which i .s i~corp_or .ated into 
•.equa-r::i.ori ·2.2.5. The c·lrrectiori factor 'E,. ·v<:Fries with the·· 
• ~ J · 
temperature ciiiferen~e in 'the pi-e-freezing .~one' .(T.i ..:_. Tf.) 
and is given by (22): 
I • 
i' . . 0 
. ; 
E = 1 + 9.'ooao · (T1 Tff ·.for · Celsiu·s temp~ratures· , ~ tt: " .. . . • . _,o • 
!!: = 1 +. a·. 00445 (Tl - T~) . for F'ahrenheit temperatures • . 
. ' . . .. . . . ' 
~ewr·iting equation 2 ·.2.5 with o this modification gives: · 
.~ ....  
1 , 0 I • 2 
e. = . E z p· • <.!: '\ + t : (Tf~'l' ) h 2k) 
. JTl "' 
2 ... 3.1 
2 .·3 ~ 2 ~ - · ·~~~t' s M~dif.i~ation 0 
_-:. A modificati6>n to Plank's formula (equation 2.2.5) 
'by Mott (23) has· been developed through the dimension·al 
.· . I 
·anal.ysis. of ·.experimental data o.n fr~ezing time.' In tbis 
o' : 
procedure, a functional relationship among three dimension-
iess groups is u~i~ized for the caiculation of freezing 
f~~e. The relationship is wrttten as: 
B + 1· . 
G s = 
. ... wne·re s . is a shape 'factor given by 
s = 
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0 ' 
!1 h ' . l 
·w ·ere A ~~ area, 




· '·v· ·is volume, 
... , t • • • - . ) 
.. , ., 
t is thickness for an inRinite slab 
p 
'(t b ~adi~s for~ cylind~r and sphere), 
' · 
H is• an enthalpy . di'fference ba~~d o~ some datUI{\. 
< • ' • • • • . ' . 
qt.~er ·. symb~:)ls · h~ve their usual meaning. Al_l 
I • 
•.The ·two extreme '!'a lues ' . £6~ . the shape fC!ctor, as 
l • ~ I 
·given by M<?tt, ar~ S = 1 for.·an ~ infinite slab ~ince A= !t 
I · V .. 
'· . a~d S ~ 3 for a sphe~e (~ = l} . . · 
1 • ·. • V . r . · (· . . ' 
, · : · It· is ·a simple matter to 
·: ,_ ' . . : 
show that equation 2. 3 •. 2 is 
. I>'. ': 
.. 
basi.cally equa~~on ~.5.2 wit~ - -th~ -late~t heat t.erm replaced 
. ' ' '\ .... 
' · 
. . 
. · .. . . 
. by the, ,ent·halpy term, -or equa·tion 2.3.1 without the cqrrec- • 
tion factur. and mod~fied slightly b~ . the insertion of the · 




. .. . Equation 2. 3_. 2 rearranged becomes: 
.. . . - . . 
. ' . . ht '+ 1 . 
. . \ 8 + ·1 °·2k . 
-G =· , , = . 
. . •>J. · s s 
. '\ ,. . 
'. 
0 
· } 2.-3. 4 
. Also, equa tiQn . 2 ; 3_. 3 .,rea·rran_g.ed becomes: 
I , <I ' 
0 = 
GPHt 
h f~ f-: 'rrn) . . ' 2.3.5 
- C::ombinihg 
~ . . 
2 • 3 • 5 I • ,' r3. -~ . a~d ! . ' 
I 1) pHt ,' 
! 0 
. . 
.. T -T· ) 
'· -. f m ,, 
or, 1 ~k) - ~ Ht 
· o = 

















For an infi~ite. slab, S =· 1 . 
.. ·. 
' .. \ 
''\ 
H t . ' t2 0· = p . ( + ) (T f-Tm) h 2k ' 
~he e~~halp¥ ~ifference 'H' 'has sim~iy .repla6~d the latent: 
heat term ·Lf in Plank's bas'id. expression. ·. ·· 
" 
F~om Bak~l's ~iscussion (24) of Mcitt's method; ·one 
' 
],B 
·would. in'fer· that -th~ relationship among the .dimensiqnless 
p . 
'· ' 
. . • 
. I. 
.· ' 
groups in eq~ation 2.3.2 r~presents a iinear dependen~e · 6niy. 
6/ .freezing. time upon t.hickn~ss. · 1However,_ it is' Obvious 
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. CHAPTER· 3 
. ' . 
PRELIMINARY ·EXPERIMENTS WITH ,RECTANGULAR 
SLABS OF FISH MUSCLE \ 
3~ 1. : rnt'roduction 
An attemp~ to experimentally validate the ' ana1yses •' 
t~ 
of .. Chapter · ~ should be made so that the feasibility . of ·such ; . . . ' . . . . . // . . . ~ 
solutions might be determined . for application in .practical 
. ' ' ' 
situations., .. There-" j_s a dearth of suppor.tive .heat transfer .. 
" . . .""' ' 
> 
data for such splutions and as a result, there is confusion 
. '1, ' • 
reg ard:Lng the validity, b( these formulation's ( 2 s, 26) • 
Of the three thermodynamic properti~s-~thermal . 
' ·. . . . ... \ . . ' 
~onductivi'ty, density and specific ~eat--required for the 
. .. 
calcul.;{ tion of f~~ezing ti~es, : th~·rinal· condu.c~i vi ty is prob- '· 
a~ly the least wsll investigated and ·known • . The 'equation 
. . . . . ' . ' \ . ' . " . . ' . 
that has . bee!l . used ext;ensi vely . to pre¢J.i~t. the -the:rmal .con-
d.uctivity of froze~ · foods .and o.f mixture~ of two or ·more 
. . 
components .is 'Eucken' s adaptc;ttio.n of Maxwell:' s equa~~op for· , ) •, 
• I ' ' 
the conductivity. of a heterogeneo~s sub~tanp.e composed of . . · 
• • • t • c: . • • • • • 
j _. • 
small ~pheres of ·One SUbstance dispersed in; another (-2:7) ·: · 
. . . ~1 - . 2 ~~ 6-~k~ . J !· 
= k · C d. I .. k C , 1 k - k . I ~ 
+ c . . ' d b 
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i . \ kc! ~s: conquct.(vi ty 
' ·, . 
h of . the~~ontin~pus phas~, 
. : . . (' 
: . kd \is! conductivity of disper~ed. phase, 
~ ' i • { I ' o 
b is , relative volume of: :the O.ispersed phase. 
~l. 
The. ~quat.i:on assUJ!!es a low c~ncentration of the dispersed 
. ' . . 
• . . 
' . 
20 
phase so that heat flow through ·one particle is not affected. 
. ~ I • 
by heat flow through another. 
' . . 
.. 
Long (3)' ·has carried out thermal.conductivi:ty measure-
ments o'f cod muscle. ·and ·compared them with values computed 
;,. . ' - - -
from the 'Euchen eq~ation .. He fo~nd reasonable agreement 
. ' ' . 
between the experiment~l and ·theoretical va~~es·. Figure 3a 
shows the res.ul ts oi this work. The averag,e conductivity of 
. . 
fish in the frozen state is about three and one ~alf .·times 
that of the thawed state. : ·: 
· The ch~nge in density of .cod muscie has also been 
· .  
. ..... c • 
. st~died .. by Long ( 3) :-, From Figure 3b', it app_ea:ya., that. the 
- '•i 
' derisity ·decr.eases· by .about 10 .per ,cent upon .·freezing, a . . 
I • 
small' amount which wou~d not · be critical' in. most calculations . 
' . 
of · fre.~zing,.. time\. r 
The average ,specific hE?ats 9f foodstuffs· ·in' the. · 
. . 
.th~wed .and. froze.n .states hWT~ been ,found to ·be accur~t-ely. 
predicted for most cases of. food fr'eezing . ( 28) by .the Siebel .· 
" ' • · .. I 
. . ' 
formula which expres·s~s the· specific hea_t in terms of the 
moisture corit'ent of the food. For the thawed state, the 
specific heat · is.:g·~ve'n .bY (i6) si = o.oo.aa· .+ · o.20, · and ~or 
• D 
the· frozen state.; s2 = -0.003a + ·o.2o · ~here ·~·is the 
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' (afterLong, 19.?4). 
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"mbi~ture cont~nt " ih per cent and ·o. 20 · ls ·.the specific heat 
. 
of the solid. consti.t.uents of the substance .. Usin9 t~e data 
of -Ri . edel, · Jason· and Jowi tt ( 8) ··have produced Figure 3c · \ 
whicQ shows the variation of. specific heat with temperature. 
·.While · the temperature ·is ·in the. ·thermal arrest ·zone, the 
·, . .. 
specific heat tends to infinity . . In the pre-freezing and 
.tempering zones, . the specific heat shows ·only minor: .d'epend-
enc~ on temperature~ 
.. 
A four~~ ·proper~ required to ~ompute freez i ng t~rne- ... 
th~ latent heat o~ "tusi.on-~is ~stially obtained 'by multi-. . 
• • 
•,Plying·· the latent \ heat of fusion 'of ·water by the moisture . . 
. . 




D(! r~asonable . results for .. the . latent heats of foodstuffs iri the . 
thermal arrest ~one "·(28). · 
· t 
· In the mark~tpHl'ce, where a high standard of quality·. 
'<.~ 
is ,imperative, · the pr6ducer must be concerned with main-
. . \ 
tainirig a high deg~ee of predic~abili ty, control ana .. · economy .. . 
' ' 
Tradi tlonal methods of ·us.ing ·experienced operators · to man-
' . . .. ~ 
uq~~Y · a~just process conditi?ns based on. visual observations 
are: inadeqtiate. in view .of the present complexi-tiesbf .foQd 
·processing. However:, before a rational approach can be· 
. 
taken towards ··such prpblems_, val.ld rela.tionships inyolving 
'. t~e. param~ters" . ~f a productio-n proces~ must · b~ ·established. 
. , .~ . . . 
'To ~hois end, p;relirninary, experiments . ure conducted on 
' " . ~ ' . . , 
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in terms of the . th~ckn~sses of •the slabs. Later, work is 
carried out on irregularly shaped conunercial ·fish fillets, 
examples of which are shown i~ ¥"~gures 11 and 12 -. ot' Chapter 4. 
~xperimental freezing .times obtained f~r the rectan-
gular slabs are compared wi.th times computed · from Neumann's 
and Nagaoka ·.~t al. ?Olutions using the'rlnodynamic properties 
obtained from the lite.ratur.e. Both solutions can accom~ 
·. ' 
modate pre-~reezing and tempering ·zones, and with modifi9a-: 
tiqn, . Neumann' s · for~ula ;may be use~ · ·for the case .. of a finite ' · · · 
heat transfer coefficient·. The : problem of non-zerd niediWn 
. • • " ' 0 . t~rnp~rature may be eas~ly surmounted by adding to . each tern~ 
. . . . 
'per.ature involved · the numb.er of .degrees by whi<i:h the medium 
, 
. temperature is different ·from zero. A desc:r_-~ption of the. · 
·measurerneri·t ·of the surface ·heat transfer· coefficient is 
given in .the followi'ng , seCtion. 
' . . . ' 1 
' , I 
3.2. Measurement of ' the Heat .Transfer Coefficient 
of the Refrigerated Plate ' 
. ' 
· :3. 2 .. 1. Theoretical · Development 
In ·order to compute· freezing time, the surface heat 
transfer c~effiqie~t of . thi plate must be determined. A 
·• 
~ethod ba~e~ on the app~o~ch of Ball and Olson (29) and used : 
' ' 
'by oth~rs (25, 30) ·.affords ·a determination of the heat trans-
• • 0 ' .. • . 
fer coeffic.ient by consid.ering transient heat. co,nduction in 
·.~ . ' . . ' 
an,infi~ite s~iid such~~ an insulated rec~an~ular . block of . 
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' 0 • 
·The equation which enables one to determine tlie heat . 
transfer coefficient fs determined from the Fourier · tian-
. . . . . . . 
sient heat conduction equation ( i.l.l) subject to the · ... 
' I • 
·followi~g b'oundary c~ndi._tions for hea:'t' fldr i~ one dire'ction ·, 
in an infinite · slab ( 31) : · . j 
.__-_...../ 
' aT . ( i) ' at X = 0, ax 0 (i.e., one . surface 
.,. 
" \ 
- ( ~~) h ( i.l) at X = t, = -(T-T ) k m -
0 ' 
• where T~ is the medium temperature, 
. • , •I ' 
(iii) at a = . o, · T. = T.0· ,;(iriitiai co_:fldition) e is -time . 
The s'tiution · to . the Fo~ri'er equation subject to .these con- .· 
ditions is: 0. 
a~ 
~· -....!a e T...:.T Q) 2 sinai 2 
-m 0 n: CosBi ~ et T ·-T · = i=l (3, + s;~.nai ·cosBi t 0 m l. ' 






D ' h . h B·. 
0 
' ht . ~h B. t 0 umb' BJ., = .., . tanp . J.n· w J.C J. - = -k J.s e J.O . n er. 
l. l. 0 -- 0 0 
· · a6 
For 'high Fourier nun:fuers (F 0· = . ~), the ~eries _converg~s 
. t~ 0 ° 
rapidly, ·and a ·first term app~oximation may be written as: 
T-T 













"' log j 
3.·. 2. 2 
0 "' 
and j is the quanti~y in .square bra·ckets. In equation 3 . 2 . 2 
0 / 

















,. - 1 . . 
, . .'\1- t' .. 
·. 
. , 
~~ T-Tm · is .plotted ·against 8 on s~mi-log ·paper, · 1 f 1 • 
To-Tm 
is the r~_ciprocal ·. slope of th~ asymptote . t~ ~he _c~o~~g . 
c~rve, or the time req:uire~ fo'r the · asymptote · to · traverse · 
~one ·log cycle. 1 j' is ·the int~rcept value (or · lag factor) 
l . 
whioh .. is obtained by ex~rapola~!ng the asy~ptot.e to the 
... 
8 = 0 axis. 
. . ' · 
3.2~2 .. Experimental Description 
! • 
. '\ 
The refrigeration system ·consisted of a horizontal 
. plate (16". ·x· . . 30" .x. 3/4") connected to a unit com~isting of 
. . \ ' 
a oomp.re.ssor, · receive~ and air::-cooled c.qnd.e'ns.er.. The ref rig;.. 
erant ·was dichlorod~fl.uorornet·hane (Re.fr.igerant. 121'. The .. 
' \ • I · I I ' •' 
plate was· e~c1os~4 .. by a one-quarter i~ch plywo~d· cover which 
res·ted ·on the . mounting· p1atf.orm and · provided a!?- : air· spa~e of 
appro_}dmately two inches above the. plate.- The ~nside of the 
0 • , f I t ' 
•: . 
,. 
cover· was j,nsula ted with. one inch polys·tyrene. 
. . . . . . . . . 
A ·general . 
& • . . . • 
·view .of . the · refrigeration system is .shown. - ~·n I;igtir~ 4":. 
~ ' • 4 • 
. . . . . :• t . . ' 1\' • . 
A· rectangular block of ice measu.~,ing· 15.0 .}, 10.0 x .2. 0 0!\. : 
. . . . . .. ·~,. . , 
was used in determining the heat transfer~ coefficient. · This . · 
~ • • • <1- • • .. 
. blo·ck was·' insulated around the .edges .\'?i th ~. 0 em. ·of po.ly..:. 
' . '. . . 
' ' . . , .. ~. . 
.. styrene · af_l'd on th'e . top S\]rface ~i th 2. 0 em . . ?f polystyr~ne 
. ~hicp ·contacted ~he . lower. lns.uiated .surfac.e of. the .cover ove,r· 
. . . . ' 
the .. refrigerated piate. .Before· the block was fJ;ozeri, a'n. · · 
. ., . . 
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on -the surface of th~ water in an aluminum tray; Once 
frozen~--. the block · of. ice was removed· from . the tray and 
transferr~·d .,..~o the 'ins~lated __ frame. It .was ·then allowed to 
.. ' ~eac,h an · equiiibr'ium ternperat,ure a few d~gree's below· the 
f~ee~~-n.g point in a refriger~ tor before it was transferred 
to the-· :refri~e~at~d plate. The ice surface temperature was 




'this exper.iment was carried out three times an~ .gave . results 
, .. 
·, 
which were · in very good agreement. 
. . 
:rt sho~ld be noted th,at it was impossibl~ with · the: 
. . 
. SE?t-up to directly determine the temperature of the· cooling 
. m~diilln; i. ~. ,' the ~e~rigerant in the evaporator . coils. · 
-However, as the steel plate on whi,eh the sample is placed is · 
. , . . . 
thin, it is· to be .expected that th,e surface temperature of - . 
~)1e ,_ plate is very cl~se to t~e temperature of the refriger-
a;nt, -and it is this t~mper~ture · that .·was mo~ito.red during 
, ·· c 
. the expe,riments .p.nd used as _.the · cooling medium temperatu-re. 
3. 2·. 3. Experimental · Results and Calcuiations 
A representative cooling curve of the blpck of ice is · · 
'o 
• 
' · T-T sJ:lown in ~igure 5 . From three pJ.ots of loc;r~ against 
0 To..:..~m · . 
the found 'to time-, me.an value of ~ f' was be -2-2.5 minutes~ · 
Table 1 s ununar i zes the results of the three e~petimen ts 
I 
and. Fi~ure 6 shows the log T-Trri vs. e plot for experiment 1.. 
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VALUES FOR ·rcE • I fl ' SLAB 
Experiment -No . . ·Average '.Plate 




1.1 / ....J -39 23 . • 0 
1. 2 ·. -39 : . . 22 .,4 
-~ 
1. 3 -39 22.2 
0 I , ·· 2 · · · ~ · . . • 
By using equation 3._2:-2·, X1 fllay ·now. be determ~ned. 
0 ' . j)l - . 0 . . 
T.he thermal diffusivity- of ice may . be fo~nd .from the follow-
o . b . 
iog _ayerage data of· thermal conductivity, · density and 
·speci f lC lie a~·· Of I ice: ( 3:2) : 1 
. . . 
.. . ·-s · o 
.k = 4. B ·X. 10 cal/crn~sec- C, 
• • I) . 
p = 
. 3 0 c 0. 92 gm/cm , 
s = 0 . 4 9 ca 1( grn -° C, 
. -2' 2 
o = · k/ps = l. 06 .'X 10 . ern /sec. · 
Th~refot:~ ~f - ~ 0~16'1 crn-1 . 
8 However, )., 1 is' a function of h, the heat trans-fer 
coefficient, which 'is obtained by trial 'and e.rror: accprd_ing 
to ' the following steps (25): 
0 
( i) Assume a value for 'h '-. 
., ... 
(ii) ht . ~ .. E~ate the· Biot number (Bi = k) for .the ic-e sample •. 
F~ 8l corresponding _to ~i from Fi~·ure 1·.* .. (iii) 
(i v·> : 
• I 
2 . . <I ' • • 
Solve a1;t ~ 1.41 and compare >. 1 thu_s o~tain~~ - wi>bh ~the · 
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Repeat with other .values of 'h' 




a!J.d .: p1o~·-vp.l:-;e~ 
>. 
2 as~ shown in 1 
Figure ~­
/ . . 
' From Figure 8, the heat transfer coeff icieht is 
32 
of · 
-3 2 ' 0 . found · to· be 2. 04 x lp cal/cm -sec-:. c. Value.s ' 'given in ·· 
. 
the literature for plate_ freezers are in. the range 1. 36 to 
'2. 04 x- lo- 3 (26). 
· ' 
.. ' 
3. 3. The, Freezing Times of 'Fish Muscle Slabs 
3. ,3. L Ex Description 
•. 
. . . 
·The r frigerfttion._ system has ·been descr-ibed iri Section 
' t I .._ ' ·~ • 
3 .·2. 2. A thre·~-quarter inch ply~ood frame. wi ~h · inside dimen::. 
' I •• 
.. 
0 I • , 
1, 
.. 
sions of 10.0 x 6.0_ x ~.0 em. was insulated with 6.0 .em. of 
po.lystyrene; ·~ram~ ~'nd·· insulation were glued t~ .a sheet,'of · 
· 20-gu~ge a-luminum which rested on _th~ ·refrige_ra'ted plate 
while .a fish sampie was .being fro~en. The aluminum prevented 
the fish si~l;> from sti.cking to' tne plate wJ:lile having no 
. ' 
. . . l 
· ·measurable ·efrect o~ the ·heat transfer character~stics. The 
the ·.'p~riph~r·y . w~s' inten'd~d to-""t'~·at -. 
- . . . . . _, 
insulation. around 
flow through the ·~dges tq· a -very small amount. Thermoco~ples 
· posit~oned. ar.ound .·the periphery and at tpe geometric centre · of 
. . . . , . . 
the ·slab (al~ at ~he- s~~~ d~pth) showed t~at the,temp~ratur~: · 
I • :, . .' • • "< ~ • • 
wa~ · unifdr~. over the slab thtoughout the · freezing period ~ 
.. ' 
. : The t~ermal · centre·was found to be at the top s~r.face ,. 
of the siab, 1 An iron-constantan (Type .J) thermocoupie con~ 
4 . 
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. . 
-of : the slab a:t its geometric · cent~e, and the temperature .. 
was monito~~d as d;scribed .in. Section 3.2.2 . . ~or .this 
34 
.. . . 






to enable other ternpera~ures - {in other . parts of the slab, 
.on the plat·e, etc.) to b~ . record.ed as well. 
T~e fish sarnp~es w~re · cut · ~~om commercially frozen 
·one-pbund cod blocks using stainless· steel frames as guid'e.s 
when cutting. · These frames· had inside dimensions of · 
lO.O . cm. · x 6.~cm. with t~icknesses ran~ing f~om 0.5 -em. to 
4. 0 ~~in 0. 5· em. increments.~ ihe · s~mples were allowed · to 
' \ 
thaw in these frames after whiq~ each was transferred to 
th~· ipsulated ~ooden:,fr?me. 
The thermocouple was then · fixed. to the surface of the 
•, 
siab and -the latter was allowed to equilibrate to a temper-
ature of 40°F .(4.4°C) . i~ a refrigerator, -whereup~:m it wa's . 
quickly tl!ansferr1e _d to. the refrigerated 'plate •.. A. stop 
watch was start'ed.and the temperature recorded .at regular 
. ' 
intervals u~til the temperature reached .a few degrees below 
.. 
from 0. 5 em. to 4. 0 ern . . thickn'ess (a total of eight samples) • 
Graphs were p.lotted to determine the time fo'r the temperature . .. 
·to decrease ·from · ~0°F '(4. 4°C) to · 0°F ( ... 17.8°C). The "effect.iv~ 
, ·- ' ' I 
· f,reez~ng times" were then'• compared with', times,· computed from I 
.Nepmahn '. s and· N_agaoka et al' s·. formulations. ' 
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The 'temperature· at the thermal centre of the fish 
• . Tf t 
slab is .given by T2 := eJ;fA. ~rf 2 (a2 ~ ·)1>:z 3.3.1 
where Tf , is . the phase change ·tempe~~ture, 
0 0 
t is ' the thickness of the sla~, 
. ,. 
a 2 is.the diffusivity of the frpzen phase. 
. ' • kl ' 
Using t I = h + t tp .accom.in<;>date a finite heat t 'rans-· 
fer ' coefficient; ·the formula• b'ecomes ~· 
Tf · .t' 
'li2 ... = erf>. erf 2(a.2e)~ 
' . . ' 
3 ·. 3. 2 
'1 . . . :~ 
f ·. ·. The fbllowing data are .used · in .' the ·computation of the 
~~ · . ' 
fre.ezi~g ti~es of. tlfe. sl~bs of cod ' muscl~·: · 
. . I . . . . . _, 
.. ·(i) exp~riment.ai .. initial · temperat~re: · T1 = 4o°F ... = 4. 4°C, 
• I, 
'( ii) exp-erime~tal · · f inal t emperature: o · o· ·T2 = 0 F = -17 •. 8 C. 
•· 
• 
0 (iii) average phase change temperatu!e (·~6) ·= ·Tf. = ·28~ =· '-2 .. 2°c, . · 
(iv) lat1nt heat .of fusion (26) ·: . Lf = 6~ cal/gm, . 
(v)" experimental ~e.d.iwn temp~rature: . Tm = · -39°c,. 
/ , 1 , . • . 
(vi) exper.imental heat · t1;ansfer ,coefficient;.: 
. ~ 10-3 cal h = 2,. 04 X 2 ' em -sec-0 c· 
(vi i ) speci f ic heat of thawed phase (.S) ,: sl ·= 0.84 cal gm- o.c ' 
speci:f i c heat of frozen PhtiSe ( 8) : - 0.44 cal s2 = gm-Oc ' '. <vii i) 
(ix·) . ave~age conductivity of · thawed pha s e (3): 





0 • • 
3 cal 
<· k1 = 1. 3 X lO-, cm-seeo-o'c' ' 
0 . , 










• ' ' I 







(x) average condu~:'tivi ty of frozen phase ( 3): 
..:..3 · · · -o k2~ =. 4.2 -X 10 '· cal/crn-sec- c, 
(xi) .. densi~y o'f thawed phase ·(3): P. 1 ' ==. 1. OS gm/e:mJ, 
(x;i.,i) density of frozen phase (3): P.2 _= o. 98 gm/cm3. 
• I 
36 
Sil)ce · th~ medium' t~mperature ·must be z~ro degrees·, 
all ·temper.atu~es are_ incr'e_ased • by 39 degrees_. 
>. may be determined by plotti~g_·- th~ left and11 right-
where the effective free~ing time, e, is in .minutes • 
3.3.3 • Computation of Freezing. Times ·by 
. Nagaoka et al's. Formula . 
Nagaoka _et al' s. ·modificati~n to Plank's formula with 
the correction factor· fqr temperatures on the Celsius scale is: -. 
e = [ 1 + o. 0080 (1\-Tf) J . (T:~~m) (* + i~l 
-/ ~ 
' . 
where z is the :total heat (sensible and latent)·· to· be 
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·:- Figure 9 • Graph:to determ.in~ ~ 
. ' 
. ' from equation 2 . ·1. 4 • 
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remove.d f:~rom the : slab to . reduce the ·.temperature from an 
• f 






-~ = sl (~1-Tf.) . + if +_' s2 (T ("'T2). 
subst'itution of. the \(d~t·a listed 
. ' . 
in Section 3.3~2, 
. 
the formula may be reduced to 'the form: 
2 . 
8· = 17.·8-t + 4.3_, t. ' 
·:. · 
3.3.4: Discussion of Experimental and 
Computed Results 
The re.sul ts of expe~irne'nts ·with slabs of· cod muscl e· 
., . 
. of eight -- different t,hicknesses from 0. 5. em.: to· ,4 .'o em." are> 
· shown· in Table 2 an·d . a ~ plot ·of freezing time acj_~t thick- · 
. • ' · .. 
. . . 
. ·ness is shown in Figure 10. 
. . 
For ·c~rnparison purpo'ses, computed' 
I 
0 
• o ' ' • 1 ' 
· freezing t~rnes ·from Neumann 1 s and · Nagao_ka et al' s .. formula-
• • I ~ • "' • o ' ' • •• o t • ' ' • ' • • !, ' 
'tions . a_re - also plo.tt::ed· against .slab thic~ness.. The graphs 
o : ,' - ' ' ' • o ' I 
. clearly show. 'the disparity betwe~n the results £tom Neuman:1;1 1 s -
• t~eo:x;y and those c:omp':l ted from Naga_o~a et al' s. modified 
formula . . While the. latter agree favourably with experi-
. ~ ' . . . . ' . . . . 
m\n~ar._ freezing .' ti~es~ ,:he . ~or~er'_ s: . over~stimation of . 
. f~eezing. :times beccime·s progressively wor~e with increa'sing 
Uckness. It ,fol~ows th~~' in . additi;,n to overeStimating 
freezing· times f'or ,Biot number.s l~ss than one a s Cowell (19) 
• ' 
mentioned~ the Ne.uma~n solution,· with the adapta t i on· for a · .-
finite h~at t r ansfer coefficient, . also overestimates even 
·_more ma.rk~dly for increasing Biot numbers. It· i s clearly 
. . 
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relat.J-onship incorporatin·g .first. and second power terms, 
• ' 
vrith ·,th~ ~inear ter,m pre9-ominat.l.ng for ·finite v~lues. '·of · the 
heat transfer coefficient· and ·small thicknesses • 
l. 
TABLE.2 











Freezing Time . (Mip~) 
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The differenc~s . in . the re'sul ts from the Nagaoka ·et al. 
formulation and ' expe~imental t~mes as shown in ·Figure . 10 
. i~crease · on1y slightly with irtcreasirig slab thickness. This 
· would seem'' to indicat~, not une.xpectedly, the. ·i!lcre.asing 
. . 
." · importance ·of edge losses as the approximation to an inflni te 
. ~. . . . . 
. . . ~ . ' . , . 
. . slab become~· less accur~te , with thicker sl·abs. . However'· for 
' I 
, ' . 
t?od -products whi6h ~an ~e . considered as lnfinit~ slabi, ' the 
f?r~u1ation would 'appear to· be reasonably a~curate . in ' the 
. . . 
·prediction of food ~reezing times .and as such should be ~ 
valuable tool ·for.aid in· the design of freezing,equipment 
and in the dete~m~nation of thro~ghp~t:rates of freezing · 
p~ocesses . 
' ·~ 
', ' c 
'· 
'· 
· : ... .. . - . , I' • • ..... , 
''•:• I 














FREEZHiG'. TIMES -OF COM.MERCIAL FISH FILLETS 
4. 1.· Introduc-tion 
It has been shown that experimental freezing times .for 
· infinite. slabs of fish muscle may .be predi~ted b~ equa~ion 
s> ') 
2. 3. 1. The . second . part of· '~::his· wor;k is concerned with the · · 
' . 
It is immedia,t·e.ly evidelilt that the shape ·of such fil-
lets is no.t that of a rectangular slab, .the degree of. devi~tion 
from such a regular configuration being dependerrt;: upon th.e ' 
species. · The length and width of a p~rticular . fillet are nbf 
const?-nt, and the .· cri tipal dtiinension ~f thi.ckness varies· 
. . 
.. thro~~hout :the en.tire length. of the ~illet rising to a · maximum 
value at some location which is · th~ thermal cent.re of the 
fillet. ·· Although it is rather difficult to .,say p:r;ecisely how 
I , 
' . 
t _he he'at transfer takes place 'in such ~n irreg~.J-~r- sl)~pe·, the . 
· ratios of maximum l~ngth and wid~~o) maximum thic~n~ss ar~ 
' 
.usually ~arge ehough to ensure th~t t~~ major . part pf the heat 
removed f'rom the t 'hermal' centre is transferred. in the . downward . . 
• J 
d~rec.tion (for a fill,et being froz'en from the lower surface) . 
41 
.•. 
' ... ' . ,, ~ , ' ., : .. . .. . .. · ....... ·-· 







Figure 11. Ocean perch fillet. 
(a) plan view, (b) profile. 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 12. Flounder fillet. 
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_.. • , v • . • , ' : · ,t. · ,.r ~ · · ;, 
Jason . and Jo~.itt ~sugge~t that; 1n th~~"cas.~ of ,a. .large 
' . . 
heat 'transf~.r. coeffici~n \: 1 a :r:ectangular slah may be~ c~:n~si~-
• 
ered infinite if the shorter side. length is· sik or· seven tirne.s' 
. . 
the thickness. Long . (3~ sugg~sts~a ratio of ~ength to thick-
.. 
~ · 
n'ess of fifteen for the case of freezing rectangular· slabs in 
. . \ . . . . 
~n · air .blast freezer · fpr which'the-heat trarisfe~ coefficient · .. 
. i? typically s~all ·and in the order of 0. 5 cal';crn2.-sec~0c · 
(26) ~ ':Fhe heat transfer coefficient •deterrnined '. in Chapter 3 
of· this w<;>rk is.approximately four times .this ·value· and indi- ( . 
. ca.tes ·that ~.he former ratio (8) is rno~e f-PPlicable to this case. 
' . 
From an observation of. Figures 11 and 12, ·it is to be 
, ' I 
·expected that 'the ·~pproxirnati~n . to ~n infinite slab is more -
accurate for th'e f.lounder fille't than for the pep:h fillet· · 
I 
,due. to the mo~e exten~ed shape of th~ former. The extent to 
which each conforms to the infinife sl~b approxi~ation . is later 
d ' 
determined by establishing a relationship between ~he,regular 
' . 
... 1: slab. and trregular fillet configurations fO'r each sp.ecies. 
· :-. . 
" .. 
· One might expect that ·such a r~lationsnip could possibly 
' . 
· be · affected by ·heat t:~;ansfer · into or from the air layer above 
\ , . . 
the fill~t. To determine the effe~t of this air layer;on the 
freeziri·g time, t~e.experirnerits with the rect'angular ,slabs of 
'chapter 3 were repeated with the top' surface insulation 
, . . . 
re~oved . . The resul~ing ;fr«;ezing times, toget,her with those 
from· Table 2, ·page 4Q, f.or compa·rison purpose~, are shown 
in Figure lk") It ~an b'e se~n that thi,s a~r J.,ayer has neg.li-
. . . -w· " . . . , . 
gible influence on 'the freezing time. and ~ssent~ally acts as 
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• FREEZING TJME vs. . FISH . SLAB THICKN~SS. 
; 
0 . ·TOP a SURFACE INSULATED I 0 
-












0 • • 
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- . . 
THIOCKNE"'ss· · OF FISH SLAB .(CM) 
. ._Figure 13. Fish. slab f,reezing curve with i~suiated. and .. 
e.>ipose.d ... top su?=face., , 
-a . r •' 
• 0 ' 
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i_nsula~ing barrier over .... an the top surface of the sample 
being frozen. · 
. Ii1 the cornmerc;:ial situat~on, the weight ·of the fill,ets 
. . . . :,'fJJ} ... 
is . easily measured, and it wou~d be advantageous, .in . · 
·terms of efficien.t operation, to ·know 'the;: freezing· time in 
. . 
. . terms of the .weight. The following , section proposes _a method 
· ~ich ·the ' fr~ezing time can be expressed in terms of the · 
weight of the. commercial fillet. 
4.2. The Freezing Time-Weight Relationship ! 
\ . 
In order to. obtain an expression (bas~d.on eq~ation 
2.3.1) for freezing tirne.·iri.terms '?~ the.f,illet weight, · it is · 
nec'essary to determine the" 'tfii~knes.s. of an .infinite s{ab· in 
terms of the weight of the irregularly-sh~ped fillei. 
.. 
' . 
one I . 
method of approaching ' this problem is_ to first dete~mine a . 
relationship be. tween the maxiJ:l1UID' thickness of the fillet . and· 
. . 
. . . 
· the thickness · of an. equi~ent infinite slab (i.e., th~ ~ , 
thickneS!? that re:sul:ts ' i~ the· same fr.ee.zing .time) ·; and, second, · 
' . \ 
to determine a relationship between the maximum thickness and. 
·' 
wei9ht of the fillet ~ BX combining the' two, a third·.relation- · 
· ship· is obtained fo'r the i11;fini te slab thickness in terms of · 
the f~ll~t weight. 
. . 
{ A suggested relations~iP between fillet maximum thiCk-
' . . . . 
' 0 \ 
ness' jpd equivalent infinite slab thickness is 
. ( . J 
t = c tY 
·1 max 4. 2, .1 .. · ' 
I .' 
\ 
. ., ... 
' ,. 












'where. tmax is .the fillet maximlpil t~ickne-s:s, 
' ' 
t is the thickness of .an equi~alent ,infinite· slab, 
c and y <t_re c~nst~nts de'termined l?Y .the fil;I.et 
configuration. 
A relation'ship between fillet maximUm thickness arid· 
we~gh~y be determined by obserying that_, • for a rectangular ; · · · 
'• 
. slab; 
. . 1; . 
t = r::2w 3 
where c 2 = (-
1
-rh·;' p is . density, . ·a 'and. b are length/thickness. pab 
. 
and width/thlcknes~.·. 
It is io be ' expect~d tha~ for the irr~gularly shaped 
fillet·, 
a t . = c w 
max , 2 · 
where:q ·is a constant. 
Combining equations 4.2.1 and 4;2.2, 
or, 
where a = ety. 
t = C:~ c;wetY 
Y a 





· ~or a given .set of hea~ transf er conditions, 
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'h are determined 
' ' 
•' ' . 
. . 
... 
the fillet ~p~C~, , 
I 
by process conditions, 
c+, · c~, y, B. are determi!led expe;r-imentally .for a 




The advantage. of this approach to the. ·.problem. of deter-
mining freezi'ng t'irn~. _in terms of fillet weight O'Zer, for · 
· ex.ample, an empiricai fit· of a .cur~e to experimental data 
. . 
will now be obv;ious. Suppose that an empirical fit of .··· 
. .. 




the form e = K{W!/1 + K2w!1 • . ' From .~uch an equat{o~, unlike a 
f~~ulation based on equatio~ 2:3 ~ ~' o~ woulq obtain, no 
. ' ' 
infor~ation· on· ~e~t transfer .co·nditions or, more impo_rtant,. 
i~forrnatlon' ori proc~-ss condi'tions and t~mp~ratures, a. matter 
., ., 
whicn · is of paramount importance to al-1:-ow ·flexibility .in an . 
. ;· ' 
• f • • • 
_, operation. and yet to predict the result of .such flexlbl.ll. ty. 
. . 








E·xp.eriment.s. ·were carri~d ou\. w~th . two species of fish · · 
that ' are · commonly frozen' cornmer.cially ·by tf:le IQF, (Individually 
Quick Frozen) · method. (This method \s· ·desc'riber;l ~ore f~ll·y .. 
in Chapter 5) . Samp~es of oce.an perch and. flounder fillets . 
. ' ~ . ' 










. ~ ·• 
. . . 
· ·, 1 . 
installation.' These· samples were a good. repr~sentation of 
rhe weight. ra_ng:e .. · exp~:~;i.~nced. i~ the . i_nd~stry.. .-For each' .·.· 
•' ' . . . 
49 .. 
. . 
qllet, the weight and maximum thickness were mea~ured. The 
mea-surement· of ~aximum t~ickness provi~ed some difficulty as ·, 
the softness of t .h'e ·fresh muscle. provided little resistan~e 
. . . 
to the calipers u§ed in the measur<=;memt; .' It w·a.s ··found that 
. \ . " 
first fr:eezi~g the · sample res~lted in hardened surfaces · 
which provided more resistance and there..fore· eliminated 
.. ~ 
inconsistencies · <;1ue to di'fferent finger .. p.-essures on . the 
The contribution· to .the . overall error in the 
. . . 
calipers.· 
• • I 
... 
thickness measurement' due to the expansion of the muscle upon 
freezing was negligible. 
I • • I • 
' . .... 
The T(lethod of· measurement of . freezing . time for eac)l 
... . / . 
fillet was similar to. that described for the infinite slab. 
The fillet was first allowed ·to reach an . equ~librium temper-
. . 






refrigeJ:iated plate. In .this experiment,' ' the fillet was hot l . 
' I "': . r • 
·. 
' I' ' .4(. 
· placep in an insulated frame as s<;)me .similarity with the 
. ' 
industria'! proce.ss was desired.. . The· time required for the 
. . . ' : \ 
: temperature to·. drop f~om·. 40°F . (4. 4°C) to . 0°F ·(-17. 8°cr 
' ( i. e. the effective _f re'ez ing tif!le) was obtained in the manner 
described- in Cpapter 3', and the times so oht~ined were 
plotted .. against_ ~he maximum thickness . and weight of t¥ . 
fillets. The details ~o~· the proced1:1re used to fin·d 'the-
values of the do~stants in equation 4~2.4 ar~ described in 


















I • • • 
' .. , 
:. 
. . . ~ .~ 
·. . ' ~ - - . 
. , . so 
4.4. · Expe-rime.nt;:al Results 
' 0 
' - 4~4.1. Ocean · Petch (Sebastes marinris) I . 
The ·-results of' expe-riments .with . ocean: per~h ar;e sum-
. . 
marized in Table 3 • . 
Weig-ht of 
·- Fillet (gm.) 




144 ~ 0 






95 ·. 5 
137'. 0 
na·. o-., 
. 116.5 ' 
. i22 ~ 0 \ 
110. 0 \ . 
87 .. 0 ' 
114.5 \\ . 
113. 5 . 
98.0 
8_2 ~ 5 . \ . 
94.0 '. 
160. o·· 1 
· s5·. o ·. 




186.'. 0 . 
190.0 
, I 
'TADLE 3 ,. 
OC:EAN PE·RCH :DATA . · · 
. . 
Maximum . Time t:o Freeze (Miri. ) 
Thickness (em.) · . from 400F. ( 4. 4°c) to 
ooF (-17.S0 c) - - ·· 
1. 6 ± 
1.8 
1.7 







.2. 3 . 
1~9 
2 ~-- 0 . 




' 1. 8 
1 .8 
·• 1. 9 
. ·1. 8 
- ' 
1.6 




1. ·s ·• 
1. B .· 
1.-7 
2~ 2 .. 
2 . 4 
. . 
o. 1 . 
' d 
. \\· . 























3 5'.! 0 
2·9 .·o 
'
0 25.5 . 
29. 0 ·. 
37.5 
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In Figure 14, the exp.er imen~a1 freez··ing time is plotted 
p.gainst ·~he rnaximqm thickness of the fillet. Assuming that · 
. . 
each maximum t ·hickness i~ .the . constant thick,ness "of ' an infi-
nite slab, ~ second plot is made by calculating freezing 
times froiti equation 2. ·3 · ~. it is now a simple matt:er to 
,_ 
determine · a maximum . thickness .which · will result in the · ·same 
freezing t:ime as the equiv~'l:ent infinite slab.· Table 4 has 
been constructed by selecting var-ious freezing times and · 
d~termining from Figure 14 ' o ' • I \ the .correspond~ng . max~m.um . 
thicknesses of. the fillets along with the thicknesses of the 
ecju'ivalent ini:in.i te ~labs. 
. TABLE 4 













·Thickness (em.) ·. 
. 1. 66 
l:Bl 
1. 451) 
. ·1. 61 
2. 26' 
·1. 92 . 
. . 
From· equation 4.2.1~ we obtain: 
. 1 . 1 
, ln tmax = · Y ln t ~ -y· ln . c1• 
Equivalent Slab 







~ plot ~f ln 
with ·slope 1 
. . .. y 
t ag·ainst lh t results i,n a straight line 
max 
·' ' - . I ., •• ,. 1 ~ , ftl , 
and interc;::ept ·- ~· ln · c 1 . From Figure 4~ . y . . 
L 63 and c1 ~ . 0;484 .•.. 
. ' 
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fREE ZING TIME - V S. THIC~NESS FOR OCEAN PER.CH 
X INFINITE .SLAB THICKNESS 
. ·-
0 FILLET MAXIMUM THICKNESS 
. . . 
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T HICKNE_SS (CM~ 
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Figure 14. · Freez_i _ng time curves for oeean perch. 
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Figure 15." 
. L~ T 
Log of maximum fill~t thicknes·s versus 
log: of infinite slab t})ickness for ocean 
p e rch filtlets. 
'• 
' ' 
' . ' 









maximum · fillet thickness of .ocean perch .. and 'the thickness ·of -
I . , _..../ ' . 
the equivalen.t i~finite slab'may be ·wri.tten as t =·"0 .• 484 tl. 63 '.' 
. . max 
. ·r·n .F:igure 16, . a plot is made ·of thi' relati~nship ~ho~ing ·c~m- . 
pu_te·d va!Lues of . equivalent slab thicknesses up to a maximum 
' . 
fillet ·thickness of ~.3 ern. anct experimentally determined 
values· from ·Figure 14 up to a maximum filiet thicknesis of 
. ' 
.2. 2 em.· The graph shows that the ~quation fits the ex'peri-
.·mental points well, and . the cO'mputed points for thicknesses 
below those used experimentally have been added for completeness. · 
. . 
.. The r·ela-tionship betwt;en fillet weight. and niaxi~urn 
thickness . has~· been estabfished by .equation 4. 2. 2·. · By plo~~ 
. . 
· · ·ting ln W against ln trnax' · t _he co~stants a· an_d. c 2 may be · · ,. · 
determined. 7'he ·curve .. of Fig.ure 17 ~as been fitted to the 
data hy · the)iea~t squares method, from which a = 0. 298 and 
c 2 =. 0~459 -.. Th.us the ·,rel~tionship between maximum thickness 
and ·fillet weight for ocean _perch is:: 
t = 0.459w0· 298 . 
max , · · · 
¥ The requirt;.d relationship between fil.:J..et we_igh~ and 
freezi~g time expressed by equation 4 0.2. 4 may now. b~ 'deter- . . 
mined. The dqta which a-llow the calculation.·of the enthalpy 
.. 
term, z, have been obtained from the literature and are 
identical to the data 'for · cod. muscle used in Chapter' 3. In 
. I f 
fact, these data will give good results fo'r most fish 
species; the exceptions are thos~ species that .have a . high 
oil content (e.g·. salmon, herring and mackeral) ··which 
reduces . the water content ·and res.ults i n lower values of 
I 
· ' ... 
. . . · ~·· · .. 



















. INFINI-TE SLAB. THICKNE_S.'S 
vs. 
FILLET MAXIMUM THICKNEss· 
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:Figure , lQ; Infini:te slab ·thick'ness vers·u~ fillet ·-maximum thickness· for ocean .perch. 
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LOGARITHMIC (BASE ~) PLOT OF 
# ,.' \ • 
,. 
WEIGHT VS. MAX ·THICKNESS 
OCEAN P£RCH .. 
.. 
.. 
. ·. ' 
. 0 
. I ' 
·, . . 
: · . . 0 0 
. ·.( • . · .0 . 0 
' . 
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MAX · , . .. . 
Loge of weight ·vers.us ·.' log6 .of. f.ille t maximum th.ic)me~s~ · 
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F:Lgure 17. 
'· . . -·.:. 
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Q : . 
) 
·· sf · 
I . 
-~ 
Species such as cod, I . 
' ~ 
perch, flounder, h~_ke and had,d.Ock all have moisture contents 
. . . 
. of 80 per cent ±2 per cent_, while salmon, · h,erring, · etc., 
. . 
. have moistur,e c~mf.ents o~ 60 per cent . ±3 p_~r cent' (26). 
: . 
· Values of the constants and data fo.r ocean perch 
0 
a·re: 
• • .. p. 
. \ 
T 1 _ =: . 4.4°C·. 
' ' 0 
T£ . =_. - _39 C 
~ ; , 
= ~17. S0 c • . '• ) 
·. 
o' 
s 1 = 0. 84 cal/gm- € ~f·. = .64_ cal/~. 
a . =0.298 .') ) · a = a.y = a·. 4 8 6 • 
y = 1. 63 ) 
= 0.484 • .. 
= Q. 45 9 and EZ p 
·T -T f m· 
T~erefore ~;('Ki · - EZp· _c 1 c~ T -T .. 
f m h 
= 2. 40 
-~-
and _ EZp ~2 · -: T -T · • 
. f m 
- . . 0. 077 . 
... 








·Hence, the relationship between · freezing time and 
fillet ·weight ·for ·ocean· perch may be written as: 
. . I . 
e = 2. 4ow0 • 486 ·+ o. onw0 • 972 •· 
. 
' .···· 
0 This relationship is plotted in Figure 13 which also 
. shows the-. experimental f reezing times in terms ·of the fillet 
weights. ., 
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4. 4 •. 2. 
. . 
Flounder (Hippog1ossoldes platessoides) 
·-·1. - --
-Experiments .·conduct(;!d with flou.IJ.der fillets were 









. 161 ± .o·. 5 
56.5 
' 121. 5 





. 290. 0 . 
· ~ ~ ' ~ . 80 :o 





















1.'8 ± o .. 1 
1. 0 . . 
.. 1. '3. 
·1.2 
.. 1. 3 
1.4 




. 1. 7 . ... 
,1.,5 .' . 
'1. 6 
1.4 
: 1. 5 
' 1~ 9 .:-; 
1.7 
1 .• 2 • ' .. 
1.2 
Time to Freeze fr6m .. 
. 400F (4.40C) to 00F 
(-lBOC). (Min.) 
. 
0. 5· (o 35.0 ± 
21.'5 





















. Graphs· similar to t~o~e.: of ?ec~ion \4. 4.; 1 were plotted 




. - .~ 
for flounder, and from these g;raphs the various c~n.stants .-





, r :' 
With ' these. ualues, a .• plot ~f 
• ' ll ' / 
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Figur• 19.· Freezing tim~ curye~ ·for flounde r fillets . 
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. I : 
0 .\ 
. ' . 
.. 
"tn 'tmax ~gainst ln t was made_ and .is _thow·n :in Figure 20 :-
·. ' 
The value~: ~~ cc;>nsta,~t'S y and c,l resulfing fi;Om this plot 
are 'y,; 1.1"7 ·a~:1d ' cl = 0.839~ . /!1. plot by the' ·lea"st squares 
6. . .• ' . . 
method of' ln W against ln t . in Figure il resulted .ip 
. • max · · 
61 ·' 
. .,. ' . 
" ~. ' . 'values 9f the constants of a = 0. 276 and c 2 ==. 0 .. 346 _~, Upon 
SUbstitution ·of 'thes·e oCOnstants' an,d the apprOJ?riate data 
. 
into equatioq -4';2.4, the effective fr~ezing_ .time in · terms 
. 
· · · · of · the fillet weight for flounder · is: 
. . 
• r 
·a = . 4.i.swo:323_· t o.2swo.-.64'6 .. 
.shows 
~his relationship is p'lo~teq ~-n · ·Fig~re 22 which ·.al_s:_/ 
the · e~perime~tal 'freezing time against fille:t weight .. 
4. s·. Discussion of .Results . 
. . 
It is evident from examinatl.on·of Figures 18 a~d- 2-2 
' . . . 
. ' . 
that the deviation· of experimental freezing· _times . from times 
•• "' 4' -. calculat~d· with th~ aid of. equation -4.2:4 i~ more prcinounc~d . 
for ·flounder than for perch. ' Th~s ~ay be .attriputed to the 
. . . 
g_reater irregtilari ty in floun~er fill·ets due to .. extensive 
. .. trimming which' may he ~ecess·a~y during the .filleting _oper~-
tion • ' . ' Such tri mming, which is less extensive in the .case , of 
per.ch, -
. • • • \ I : 
entails. the removal of muscle in order· to eliminate 
. ' . . . . 
blood spots, parasites and jeily. As a result, the reiation-· 
ship betwe~n_ weight and maximum thickn~ss is not as definitive 
. . ' ·" ' . . ' 
as it would otherwise be. This I in turn I .le'ads to . a lQwer 
' . . . 
~reliability i~ the equation .relating freez~ng _ yirne · and 
. weight of ·the ~illet.; N~.t~it:hs~andin:~ .th~se ,fn~~alie·~- , 
~ 
' . 
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I . . • • . ~ • • 
Loge of fillet maximum thickness versu~ loge 
of inf inite slab thickness for flo~nder. · 
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. WEIGHT (GM) . . . 
Freezing time versus weight for' flounder .fillets. F'igure 22. 
' ' 
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. however, the · pre'diction of fre·ez·ihg t ·imes· ·for floun.der fillets 
. . 
agrees favour-ably yti th experimental times for the major per-
. . . 
~entage of the weight distribution given in Table 6., chapter 5. 
. . 
The prediction of .free'zing .times by · .equation 4. 2. 4 
for perch fillets gives results in good agre'errient with 
. . ~ 
. . experimel!tal -freezin.g t'imes over the 'range of fillet!s · tested. 
Some compariso~ ot' the' reliablli ty of the freezing ti~e-
.. ' 
~eight relationship may be made . for each sp~cies by de~ermin­
ing the standard err~r .of the calculated fre~zi~~ time. For· 
perch t~~". error is found to be ±2. 6 m.i,nut~s while. for 
flounder this error extends to ±7 ~ 4. minutes. ·. tf only floun¢ier 
fillet weights ~elow 220 grams ·are ·considereq..,. the standard . 
. ' 
erroi; in · the . calculated fre'ezing time decreases· to ±2. 8 
i . 
minut.es. It w:.i'!_1 be later seen in Chapter 5 t'hat in a 
· .typical· flound~r fille~ ~istripu.tion, qnly about; 1 ·per cent 
of the fillets weigh ·. more than .'2 00 'grams .. 
.The ·freezing t~me-weight relations~ip for these two I , 
species. :of ·fish are specific representations· 9f the· more ' 
• • • • t . • . 
~eneral·semi-theoretical for~cil~ .(equ~tion 4.2 ~ 4) which . 
should' rind applicati~n in m·any situatio'ns where the freezing 
. . ~ . . . 
· · · time· is required in terms of · the :weight of the product b~i'pg 
. ' 
frozen." · It would· then be a matter of de.termining the value~ 
of the various constants in . this equation; · some of which ·, 
. . . 
•' 
are set by the .P~OC~SS coridi ti~ns and o"'thers' PY the conf,i~ura-
. . 
the product being frozen. For regul.ar bodies sue~ as 
. . . ~ . 
cylinders ~nd sph~res , such constants·· may b~ ~~it ten 






















dOWn "dir.e~tly j for irregu.J.ar bodies 1 'other apprOaCh-~5 are' 
, I ·. , 
possible. The body may be approxim~t~d by a · reguld~ form 
. \ . . . . ' 
on the b'asis of . geometry ~o that the· dr.Em~ll.sions of ·_one ~ay ·. 
• ( k ....._..,.. • 
~ 
l , be .. imm~diate:ly e~pressed in _terms of the other; this is an 
. . 
'?~viously ~xpedient me.thod where feasible. However, with· 
objects which show considerable irreguiari.ty, such relation-




na~ive then is to use the appro.ach of this wor.k in which an 
~quival~nt · regular shape for the irregular· object is ·deter-
. . ' 
· ~ined on the basis of actual ·experimentation. into the 
fi'eezing t~rne o'f such .objects. ·.· · ' 
' 
4.6. Exterision to Othet ~nitial Te~peratures 
,/ 
In equation 4. 2. 4, K1 and · K2 cqnta·in the correcti~n . 
factor 1 E 1 of. Nagaoka et al 1 s.' formulat_ion and· 1 Z.1 ; the 
' . 
enthalpy term, both of .which are functions of the initial 
. temperature Of the body o I Z t· alSO dependS On th~ final 
' \ 
Q 
. ·temperature o.f the frozen body but to a much lesser ·degr:ee 
1 · a~ .the spe.cific heat . in t.l~e· froze:n phase ' · is appr:.oximately 
haif tlia t of the thawed phase. · r .. n add~ ti~n, .~eat remo.~al is . 
, ~· . . 
• I 
. . ' 
·. 
at a faster rate in the frozen zone than the .thawed zone' . · · 
. , because of the incre,;lse in thermal conductivity (as estab-
li sh.ed in chapter 3) •. E:or these reasons, ,equal changes in 
the ·: initial and final temperatures of the body will con·t:ribut'e · 
' ' ' 
differently to the ·Overall f~r~~~ing : t~rne_· of t~e bo~y, the 
variatJon ·of . f'reezing time being les_s pronounced with final 
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the fi'nal temperature has been arbitrari.ly· kept constant- at 
: -17 .8°C (9°F) ·while the ini ti'al. ternp~rature assumes different 
' . 
values.' The resulting plots of equation 4. 2. 4 for perch and 
.. 
· -flour:1der are shown in Figures 23 and 24 respectively. 
·. . . " 
These 
•. 
·charts enable one to quickly' d~termine. the freezing time o.f ( . 
a sample of ·s-~ecific weight for a prescribed initial temper-
"" ' 
ature • . 
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\. .. THE APPLICATION. TO C,OMMERCIAL IQF PROCESSES 
0 \.._ 
5.1. A Description of IQF Systems . 
' 
. ' . 
In IQF (Individually, Quick Frozen) processes, food-
·s.tuffs are .. frozen ·as· separa,te units prior to packaging. The 
. ab~ence of a pa.ckaging ,material '· means that higher heat trans-
fer _rates m?ty · occu:r: .. with a subs.eql,lent decrease. in the· fr~ezi.ng 
. , ) . ' j 
.,. 
..· . ti~e of the proquct. 
.. 
, . " Ther~,- ai;'e ·~many typesr("of IQF systems, but · the major·~ ty' 
\ 
' 'consist of a contin~~ belt G>n which the product to be frozen . 
rests • . The p~oquct rna~ be cooled from the lower surface by ·. 
· .·circulating r'e~_r.igerant beneath the belt · or from the top sur-. 
" . I 
< • 
. face by ·di:J;"ectly spraying th~ product with· liql,li.d . refrigeran~. · 
·' . 
_A thirq possibility is that of spraying the product from below 
through a meshed belt. Other designs are the · immersion · \• . . 
. freezer in which the. product is imme.rsed ·.in' liquid r .efrig·- , 
erant, · and the rotating' . d~uble:..walled . drum in which the 
. . ' . . 
refrigerant circ'l,llates between. the ·walls and· removes heat · fr'om · 
the ' p~oduct which adheres to th~ surface~~ .~he ~r~m (33). 
'\ 
5.2. Production Theory of IQF ~ systems · 
Fisb.·fillet$ of the. ty~e described in.Cha~ter 4 are 
.. 
ofte~ frozen· in IQF sy.stems. It has been· seen that such 
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that every fillet is to pass through a pr.e~cribed temperature 
range·, it is obvious. that the p~oces's time will be determined 
by' the largest weight present . in the ·input •. It would app~ar 
. to be advan_tageous to · have the filie'ts sorted ·before enter-
i~g the freezing system' a'nd div1ded so that· all fillets · 
below a, ce,rt':lin. weight co':l~d h.e _processed _at ·a faster rate 
' . . . . . ' 
and all those above that ' weight p'rocessed .at the· previous 
·. . .. 
. ' 
rate~ Fo~ the purposes of this developrn~nt, the £illet input 
-1 
\) 
. is a:i::bitrari'ly split in ha~f. With a two unit ·set-up, each 
. ~ 
unit would contain half of. t _he total n):llllber -of fillets and 
be· Operat~d at a rate determined by the, 'maximum w~:j.ght pr:es--
ent in each of the -new·weight ranges. For· a one unit set-up 
0 
the inputs could be -run con~ecuti~e~y. 





Load · = ~umber of fill~ts x mean fillet weight 
. . ·'~ 
.. -·. 
= 
Effective surface area · · · · 
x mean fillet _ ~eight. Ar.ea ·per fillet 
.Fot i rectaniular · siab~ 
' ' 
' I 
·Effective surface area 
Lo_9d = Area per f~llet · x P J_wt .· 
where I, w, and t are. the · d~mensions of the mean fillet s.lab.· 
Load ~ ,Effectiv~surface X pt. •' .. area 
. . . 
density : The loading i·s, 
. . 
·i) 
D = a·t · · 5. 2 . ."1 
., ., 
where 'a' is app.roxima tely equal to the density of the . 
' ... 
·.: fillet, · but is al's~ :. affected' by ~he. ,n~e.~ :of voids 
on the freezi~g surface. ~~ 
. . 
... 













1 0 ' 
, . 
• i • 
• 0 • 
' 72 
., 0 • 
For an irregularly shapea fi~let, the .lpadin~ fnsity ·b~comes ·.
1 
(using equation 4.2.1), 
-y D = ac1t . max· 
' . 
5. 2 _. 2 
' ' 
The production rate for a -single process may be 
written as, 




where a,is .the proqess time, 
5 .' 2. 3 
./ . . -0 
A is the effe~ve surface area of.the freez~r. 
o Now tciax and 0 fillet weig~t,· w·, a~e. r~lated. by ·.equation. ""4.2.2 
...... 
. ' 
and for- the mean fillet weight; 
Combining· equatidns, 5. 2. 3. 
. . aA~ -~~iB 
1 2 ' 
'Q = e 
where :B = cxy. 
and 5. 2 .• 4, 
r 
·.~ 
5.2.4 . ' 
5 ·. 2. 5 
The proces's t~me e· based ori th.e maximwn fillet weight 
'. 
,is obtai'~ed_ from _e·quation 4. 2 .'4': : . ,-
.._- eo= I{' wB + . ,K w2B 
1 m · 2 m •• 
'··· 
·5. 2.;, 6 . . , 
0 
~ .. : 
A -comparison may now be made between -production rates based 
' . 
on . different- weight ranges by investigating the prod.uction · · 
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Special ~ases of the Theory 
' 011 . .1} " • 
,, . 
' . ' 
. . . . . ·• .... . ........ .. .. \ ··!·~ .... 
5. 3 . 1. ·. High ,Heat Transfer c;::oefficient . .. · ·,·' 
· ' · ':": ' ~. ' . ' . .. : ' • ,· .' I 
In s 'ome. IQJ\ .. s~stem~, such ·as · ~· 1/iquid, refriger_ant ·' .. . 
. . ,. '>.... . . • . . 
spr~y ~~~~ i~ers~~m sy~~s~/ th~ he~~ .transfer coeffic'ien't ·· . 
·is high ~nough to render · ~effect of the term ,-·K1 w_8 in . ~equa~io~.:s _.2:.a negl~gi'ble ·· ~in~~- ' -·.0 for i~rge h. .. 
• , , • 4 "'\ 
' · Eq~ 5~2,- .B· rna~ .,t'\'~n be ·a roodmated by,,_, 
Q -· - B 2 B ' ,-- · · · 
·- · = · (W/W1 ) (Wm /Wrn~ , ·thus ll)aki.ng ·a ·.d_eterrnination 
. Ql· . . 1 
~f _ K2 urt~ec~ss~~Y- • 
S.J.2. Law Heat Transfer Coefficient • 
. . 
. . . 
~ If·the .heat transfer coef~ic±en~ is s~!fic~~~tly-
• • l ) • • 
~ ~ . . . . . 
,. :srnall•-ps, fo~ · examp'le, in aiE bl?.-St· freezei;s, .. then K1 >:>K2 
~ . . ' ' . 
ar:td • "tjh_e . ~pprOXiffia ti.O!l . ·~Q equa t \i.On s • 2, 8 . iS 1 ; , • 
. . 0 •• 
._ t • .. " .. 
" ' 
.) . 
t '"' 'J 
. ... . 
•, . 




. ' :. 
. . 
' ·.· ... ·· . "'··· • I ' I 
. I 
~· .0 . , . 
~ .. ... ... · .. ~ :~.: , . .. 
;-. - :. 
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. . fi 
I • ' , 
. • • ' ' l 
t .r tma.X; . . hence, c ~ y = 1 · and 
.. 
a recta_ngula:t;" slab, 
. • t." • ~. 
. ' 
1/3 :as shown in Chapter 4, section 2 •. • Thus, 
2 EZpc2 
• I , 
. . . 
. . 
·· . · : 'Rewriting·. equation 5.2.8 with. B = o.y =·':1:-/3 're~ults 
i.t . ~\ . -
in the ·. forin, •• 
. ' ' 
K wl/3 . 
· ' l\m · 
, (w/W < > 1/3 < 1 




. ' . 
' ·-
.cfj Use ~f this form ~ay g1ive rea~onably . accurat~·. results ... 
iri situations where the IQF prC?dUC:t approxirna te$ a rectangula·r 
slab. It can be seen, for example,. that by examining the 
. . 
values of: B ·. obta.ln~d in Chapter . 4 .for perch · and flou.nder . 
. fil.lets- (f>P . = o;4.S6, B'f "=0.323); one wou~d expect this ·form 
of th$= production· rate ratio to give more accu·~ate results 
, " ~ • ~ r tl 
for flounder tha~ for perch . . 
"-Similar .;apprbxima·tions to those rnacie in Section~ 
~ 
. 




If • h -to "" , 
' If h ...... 0, 
= 
. . 
·6i;w >~~~ cw iw >·213 · 
· 1 rn m • 1 
5. 4. Applicati on o f the ·Pro<fuctio.n Theory ·, 
' 'r. ' 
:s .4.1. Example ~: · Flounder (Hippoglossoides 
platessoides) f illets · 
Tne advant~ge oe dividing input s to ":i:'QF . SyStems may 























• • <I 
,. 
J~ 
. . . 
I ·~ 
. . ' 
. I 
' . 
.· . " 
. 1 
fillets as shown in Table · G· 
TABLE 6 





Fillet Weight (gm.)' Percent~ge 







. 230 ' 








w = m~ 
wm = 







98 gm .. 
220 grit. 















"The data :~ be u~ed ~n ·~qu~oir s: ·~ ~.8 thas bee.n . given 
in ~hapter 4 ,· Section 4. f.' 
.: 
For the lower ~alf, the ratio of production . ~ate~ ~s. 
I, 
f ound to be, 
([ • 98 ?-323 
o
1
= (126> . . 
::::: 
' . 1. 24 or an increase in .Production ~ate of ·24.:Per cent . 
1The distributi01n wa s obt~ined from .'measurehlents at 
. a · local" fi~h ·pro~essing ~lant • . 
·-} 
. I · . 




















For th~ upper half of the fillet i.~:Put, · 
. . 
76 
Q . . ' '15 3 . 0 • 3 2 3 . [4 ,; 2 8 ( 2 3 0) 0 • 3 2 3 + 0 • 2 5 ( 2 3 0 ) o. 6 4_6 ] ' 
- = (-} 01 · . · 126 4.28(230) 0 • 323 ' + 0.25(230) 0 • 646 
:=· 1. '06 or aht increase in product,t~Jl· rat~ o~ 6 P.e~ · . . . 
cent. , • 
. 
The ·.oye~all production· rate· with the unsorted. input · 
.was 201 . . With . ~he · inpJ.lt divided as.· d~scribe~I' the· p;r~duc:tlon 
will b~ 1. 2.40 ·+ 1. 06~i . . = f . .:3oo_1 f .or an. overail. ~ncrease. in .· 
" 
' .  
• :'· y 
, . 
. The proces's time for· the upper ·half. will remain the 
.. 
same as for ·the original total.' input. · The· lower half will' 
be run at a faster- rate. The ratio of . the new process time 
(} ' 
to the old process time for the lower 'half of the input may 
be · foun~ .. from, 
. . 
.. 
e· K we .+ K w
28 
= 
1 m 2 m 
el • . K we I K w2a + 
1 ~1 . 2 m1 . 
.• 
e 
Upon substitution of th~ appropria.te data.-; - -
. . .· . . . . el: . . -
I I . . 
0. 74. ·-The 
. . 
· new process time ·is thus 74 · per cent of. the pr~viou~ pro.t:ess · 
. . ~ ~ . . 
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5 • ..4.2. Example 2; . Oce~m P~rcp (Sebastes .·.niarinus) 
., 
• .. 
fll.le~s . whose typic;al dis.tribution is .s.hown in Table 7. · 
. ' 
. . •, \ ' -
~ 
. ~ ·. . \ 
. . 
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OCEAN . PERtH ·FILLE'r. DISTRIBUTION' . 








200 . , . 
. . 














Maximum weight W~ = 2QO g~. . · 
·. . l 
) 
~hen . divided in·half;_ for· 19wer half, . wm = 80 grn. .. 
... 
', \ 
W =: 64 gm~ 
·-
• 
· for uppe~ half, w = 200 gm. \~ f . m ,. 
' - . ' w 
-
125 gm~ · 
. ,. 




· a~propriate· · data ·for oce~n perch fillets, tl!e. f~llowing produc..: 
,.,.. 
tion. rate· ratios· are de-termined:· ·· 
.. • I ..._. ·. . ,J 
. . Q ll ; , 
· For ~he ·lower half of the input· - = 1~44, 
. ' .Ql . 
or· an increase ' i ·n .' production rate of 44 per· cent~ 
' ~· I 
.For the ~pp.er hal~'.:_.. § 0 = 1.1~, e.. 
... ~ 1 :. .:. .'' 
or an . increase in product:i9~ : rate· o! 14 per . ce~t . . 
. ' . " ' . . 
• • ' •• 0 • 
The overall increas~ · i~ productio~ rate for the percJ-1, .. 
. .. 
· , . . . I ' ", • • " . • 
fillets is ' 2 9 per cent. , This sizeable increase in pr_oduction · 
' • -; • • . I ~ ,.., , . 
. . . 
~ . :·_. rat·e as · compar'ed to: that for the .. flounder fillets is· due 
. . ' . ~· ,. • . .i 
., ' 
'. , I 
l ' 
. .. . .· ~ 
I ' 


















l ·, ~ 
l . 
. mainly' to the ' increase in production rate. of the lower half \ . 
of .the .input;. The maximum weight' . for t.he lower half o.f 'the 
, ' . . 
. . 
p~rch fillet~_is · ao gm. while that for the flounder fillets 
• • •, 11 
is 126 gm. . When the ratio of maximum weigh.t of the unsorted 
. ' . . . '' : 
. . 
input to the maximum weight of the iower half of the sorted 
. , / ,\ ~ / \ ~ ' ' • ' 
input is found · for each speci'es, it will be noticed that 
• • ~~ ) • J • ' ' 
th:;ratio ~ f~r·perch- i~ c~nsiderably larger. This factor 
' · I • 
couHled \'?i th t .he larg~r 13-fact_c,>r for percq accounts for the 
' ' J ' • I I 
. . . 
· marked dif.ference in th(? increases in production rates for . 
the two species. 
The ne~,proce~s time for · the 1~wer half of the , per~~ 
I 







Fr()m ·'the forego~ng analysi's, 'the theoretical -advantage 
:. of splitttng the input t~ IQF systems· ha~ ~een clearly ~stab­
lished' ' Fto~ ~bservation~ 'of locaL IQF proc~sse~, the 
• cJ: . .. . . 
indication: is. that · presorting is not done;· instead tne 
. . " ~ \ 
' \ • I ' ., o I ' 
process rate, is .set on the basis of a, high per.centag;~ of. the 
t,otal weight of the distribution., . 80 per cent being a .co~on 
.. •
figure. This m~ans' tha.t the thermal · cen:t;.re~ of 20 per cent 
. · ·of . the· -input do not'.' reach the fj..rial prescribed . temp.erature 
I ' ' o 1 : , ' o ' ' ' f • • • , '\ 
. . 
. and, con .. se.quen~iy, .. tha~ .. frac,tion. may not be. frqzen ade- · 
. .. . . ' . I . . . 
g~~tely ' and ·~ay be oi infeiior g~ai~ty. 
• I ' • ~ ' 1\ I • o • • ' ~ ' ' - ' ' ' • ~ ' I ~ 
The spli i; in this anal¥sis, has ·been 9-rbi ,trar~.ly 
_.. , , • ., I . 1 ° ' ,• < 
. · ~~~sen to be a t ·the. median o_f , th~. inpu-t and ne~d not be th.e 
. ' . -('_· . . ' . .. 
~· "" . : ' ~ : 
\"''· . 
'.· 
J • -!:-, • . • 
















' . ~ , 
.. 
. ' 
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op~i~um spl~t eit~er from ' a theoretical or ·~ractical point 
of v~ew., In the·pract~cal situatibn, the concern is'.that 
all. units are operating ·uniformly and :are b~iz:g utilized ' ' 
. , . 
equaily. This may pose ·a problem when .units a~e being run 
at d~fferent rate~ le~ding. to completio( of. 'the~p:r:~~~sses. 
at different times. In the'· theoret£cal develop~em-fr, a · con-
·'· 
. . . 
tinuous· supply of fill.ets has been assumed. with each input 
, . I r \ . ' -
. . 
' • 
batch · e~·hibi ting i.4.ent;ic-~l dj_~~ribu.tion chara_cteristics .\ 
Such ~~surn~tions may · ~Ot be borne 6'ut. in prac~. · pespit~ .~ 
such possible disqrepancies in the theoretj_cal development_ 
. . 
and pr~ctical situat~on~ the analysis clearly shows · that 
' ' ' I • 
I . . . 
consider~ble advantage is to ·be gained by dividihg the :input 
to IQF systems~ . . The calculati'ons have been· bas~d on a .•. 
sp'ec~fic s·e't of heat transfer and process conditions, but 
. . 
the :r:esult'S are indicative Of, what might be expEE,Cted with . 
. . ,. .. . . l .. 
.· d~f~erent •IQF processes experiencing various oper.~ti:ng · con- . 
d:j. tions. 
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